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Disclaimer: Lite Audit
This is a limited report on our findings based on our analysis, in accordance with good industry practice
as at the date of this report, in relation to cybersecurity vulnerabilities and issues in the framework and
algorithms based on smart contracts, the details of which are set out in this report. In order to get a full
view of our analysis, it is crucial for you to read the full report. While we have done our best in conducting our analysis and producing this report, it is important to note that you should not rely on this
report and cannot claim against us on the basis of what it says or doesn’t say, or how we produced it,
and it is important for you to conduct your own independent investigations before making any decisions.
We go into more detail on this in the below disclaimer below – please make sure to read it in full.
Lite Audit Report—Our Lite Audit Reports are specifically tailored to ‘clones’ of other projects. As
SafeShrimp is a SafeMoon clone, which has been vetted already we use that as a base and compare
‘cloned’ projects to the existing contract.
DISCLAIMER: By reading this report or any part of it, you agree to the terms of this disclaimer. If you
do not agree to the terms, then please immediately cease reading this report, and delete and destroy any
and all copies of this report downloaded and/or printed by you. This report is provided for information purposes only and on a non-reliance basis, and does not constitute investment advice. No one shall have
any right to rely on the report or its contents, and SafeFairMoon and its affiliates (including holding companies, shareholders, subsidiaries, employees, directors, officers and other representatives) (SafeFairMoon)
owe no duty of care towards you or any other person, nor does SafeFairMoon make any warranty or
representation to any person on the accuracy or completeness of the report. The report is provided "as
is", without any conditions, warranties or other terms of any kind except as set out in this disclaimer, and
SafeFairMoon hereby excludes all representations, warranties, conditions and other terms (including, without
limitation, the warranties implied by law of satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose and the use of reasonable care and skill) which, but for this clause, might have effect in relation to the report. Except and only
to the extent that it is prohibited by law, SafeFairMoon hereby excludes all liability and responsibility, and
neither you nor any other person shall have any claim against SafeFairMoon, for any amount or kind of
loss or damage that may result to you or any other person (including without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or pure economic loss or damages, or any loss of income, profits,
goodwill, data, contracts, use of money, or business interruption, and whether in delict, tort (including without limitation negligence), contract, breach of statutory duty, misrepresentation (whether innocent or negligent) or otherwise under any claim of any nature whatsoever in any jurisdiction) in any way arising from
or connected with this report and the use, inability to use or the results of use of this report, and any
reliance on this report. The analysis of the security is purely based on the smart contracts alone. No applications or operations were reviewed for security. No product code has been
reviewed.

Background
SafeFairMoon was contacted by SafeShrimp for an audit the purposes of protecting
validating the following smart contracts are free of known bugs and issues:
·

https://bscscan.com/address/0x928965a440fbd978d20f5c52d70b89127539c8c9#code

The purpose of the audit was to achieve the following:
·

Ensure that the smart contract functions as intended.

·

Identify potential security issues with the smart contract.

The information in this report should be used to understand the risk exposure of the
smart contract, and as a guide to improve the security posture of the smart contract
by remediating the issues that were identified.

Contract Details:
Token Contract details as of 04/26/21
Contract name:

SafeShrimp

Contract address:

0x928965A440fBD978d20F5C52D70b89127539C8C9

Total supply:

5,000,000,000

Initial Burn:

1,500,000,000

Initial Burn Tx:

0x54ab2e24d16a265ecbfff60ee630fe56d674042adf93d1538beeca75645fac8c

Liquidity

Locked:

Yes

Liquidity

Locked Until:

August 1st 2021

Proof of Liquidity Lock

https://bscscan.com/address/0xedbec748cbb185f4e271266e78c384e7c2cae69f#code

Token ticker:

SAFESHRIMP

Decimals:

9

Token holders:

306

Transactions count:

970

Top 100 holders dominance:

94%

Contract deployer address:

0x4fd35c41fcE2eD17B3cb11C831B2a174f4e559Dd

Contract’s current owner:

0x4fd35c41fcE2eD17B3cb11C831B2a174f4e559Dd

Ownership Renounced Tx:

N/A - Contract Not Renounced

Current liquidity fee:

4%

Current Distribution fee

4%

Total tax fee:

8%

PanckaeSwap Router:

0x10ed43c718714eb63d5aa57b78b54704e256024e

Deployed at transaction:

0xf24cbac4f664669d4139e7beecfa1e3b2388cbd963463be6e78ef61a197c0f1e

SafeShrimp Token Distribution

Code Audit Lite: Comparison to SafeMoon

Code Audit Lite: Comparison to SafeMoon

Code Audit Lite: Comparison to SafeMoon

Code Audit Lite: Comparison to SafeMoon

Code Audit Lite: Comparison to SafeMoon

Security Issues:
High Severity Issues:
No high severity issues found.

Medium Severity Issues:
No medium severity issues found.

Low Severity Issues:
Contract is not renounced. This gave the SafeShrimp
team the flexibility to migrate to Pancake Swap V2. However it also means the contract owner can change elements
of the code when they please.

Conclusion:
As this is a SafeMoon clone all differences were evaluated for the SafeShrimp contract to the SafeMoon
contract. SafeFairMoon validated there were no apparent flaws in the changes from the SafeMoon contract
and is reasonably assured that there are no security related issues with the contract itself.

SafeFairMoon did not find there were any dev wallets or any other wallets had a significant amount of tokens excluding the burn address and liquidity pool address. This lowers the risk of the developer “dumping”

their tokens on investors causing a significant decrease in price.

However our audit also found the owner of the contract has not renounced ownership, meaning they can
alter the code further if they desire. This gave the SafeShrimp team the ability to migrate to Pancake Swap
V2, however it does introduce the risk of code changes. This also means the contract owner has access to
the tokens that are owned by the contract and added to the LP pool.
A portion of the tokens in the liquidity pool are locked in a contract until August 1st 2021, investors can
also be reasonably assured that a ‘rugpull’, characterized as owners of liquidity pool tokens suddenly pulling
the liquidity leaving investors unable to sell, cannot occur until that date.

SafeFairMoon has gained reasonable assurance this contract itself is does not contain any known bugs resulting in
inherent risk for prospective investors. However investors should take caution that ownership is not renounced giving
the contract owner access to new tokens added to the liquidity pool via the tax function. With this taken into consideration SafeFairMoon gives the SafeShrimp contract an Unqualified Opinion.

1.

Unqualified opinion - clean report.

2.

Qualified opinion - qualified report i.e. contract is fairly presented with exception of specified area.

3.

Disclaimer of opinion - disclaimer report i.e. assessment was not able to be made due restrictions in scope or lack of information provided by client.

4.

Adverse opinion - adverse audit report i.e. sever deficiencies that client’s contract is misrepresented, misstated, and do not accurately reflect claims by client.

SafeFairMoon note:

Please check the disclaimer above and note, the audit makes no statements or warranties
on business model, investment attractiveness, team, or code sustainability. The report is provided
for the only contract mentioned in the report and does not include any other potential

contracts deployed by Owner.

